
 

 

V/LINE RESPONDS QUICKLY TO 

CONTROL SERRATED TUSSOCK  

The Victorian Serrated Tussock 

Working Party (VSTWP) is 

pleased with the quick response 

and subsequent treatment of  

serrated tussock found on a  

section of railway land during 

the Winchelsea Stage 2 serrated  

tussock extension project.  
 

VSTWP Extension Officer Mandy 

Coulson said “the infestation was 

on a one kilometre section of  

railway between Moriac and  

Buckley that fell within the 

VSTWP Winchelsea Stage 2 target 

area. This section of the railway 

line hosts patches of significant 

native vegetation”. 
 

Mandy Coulson identified, and  

accurately recorded the serrated 

tussock plants using GPS  

Technology, during the inspection 

with the V/line Environmental  

Reserve Management Officer.  
 

A detailed map was produced 

from the GPS data, which formed 

part of a rapid appraisal Mandy  

prepared for the V/line  

Environmental Reserve  

Management team. 
 

(continued on page 2) 
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Serrated tussock infesta�ons discovered on V/line managed land during the  

Winchelsea Stage 2 serrated tussock extension project.  Source: Mandy Coulson.  
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Rapid appraisals are management guides created by 

the VSTWP Extension Officers that provide land 

managers with strategic direction to achieve short 

and long-term control of this highly invasive plant. 

They provide control and management  

recommendations specific to the infestation and the 

surrounding landscape, including an aerial map  

detailing the location of the infestation and cover 

density.  
 

VSTWP Extension Officers engage both private and 

public land managers in target areas to ensure  

treatment occurs across all land tenures. Extension 

Officer Mandy Coulson said “Engaging all  

stakeholders within a target area enables a  

collaborative and cohesive integrated weed control 

program, bringing significant economic,  

environmental and social benefits to the local  

Community”. 

 

“The positive response by V/line to identify, control 

and manage serrated tussock highlights the  

importance of the VSTWP's community-led  

approach and the significant results that can be 

achieved through this Program”. 

said Mandy Coulson.  

 

The VSTWP congratulates V/line on taking swift  

action to prevent the seeding of these plants and 

subsequent spread into the surrounding landscape.  

 

The VSTWP believes it is important that land  

managers across all land tenures work together to 

achieve the required treatments prior to serrated 

tussock seeding each season.  

 

 V/LINE RESPONDS 

QUICKLY TO CONTROL 

SERRATED TUSSOCK  
(continued) 

SERRATED TUSSOCK 

MANAGEMENT IN  

WINTER 

• Work on establishing or renovating 

 strong, competitive pastures. 

 

• Cultivate arable areas with suitable crops to 

out-compete serrated  tussock. 

 

• Chip out isolated serrated tussock plants. 

 

• There is little plant growth in winter, 

Glyphosate* herbicide based products  will 

not be as effective during winter.  

 

• Flupropanate* can be an effective herbicide 

in Winter. Be sure apply with enough time 

for it to take effect before seeding in late 

spring. 

 

*Always read and follow all label directions and 

material safety data sheets before use.  

Winter is a good �me to conduct inspec�ons and  

Treatments.      Source: Ivan Carter 
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VSTWP CHAIRMAN  

PRESENTS AT THE WEED 

SOCIETY  CONFERENCE  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In early May the VSTWP Chair Jim Seager  

presented an informative and educational  

presentation at the Weed Society of Victoria’s 5th 

biennial weeds conference.  
 

The conference was held in Geelong and was based 

around the topic of “Invasive Plants and Animals - 

Contrasts and Connections”, with two days of 

presentations and a further day to visit a range of  

significant projects. Mr Seager presented on 

“Building the Capacity of Communities to Manage 

Serrated Tussock” and took questions from the  

audience regarding the successes and learnings of 

the VSTWP to date.  
 

Mr Seager said “the presentation gave an overview of 

the Victorian Serrated Tussock Working Party and its 

vision to control the spread of serrated tussock in  

Victoria to reduce the impacts on the economy,  

society and the environment”. “The audience was 

very keen to hear the outcomes of the  successful  

targeted extension projects managed by the VSTWP, 

and how the community-led approach is working to 

manage serrated tussock around the containment 

line”.  
 

The role of the VSTWP’s three Extension Officers was 

also discussed in detail, along with the upcoming  

extension projects and case studies of recently  

completed projects. 

A new serrated tussock  
infestation has been found in 

the Redesdale area. Source: DPI 

Victoria 

VSTWP Chair, Jim Seager presen�ng at the 5th Victorian 

Weeds conference in early May 2014.        Source: DEPI  

IDENTIFYING SERRATED TUSSOCK IN WINTER 

Serrated tussock is a plant that changes colour 

with the seasons, which can make identification 

tricky at certain times of the year.  
 

During winter, especially in frost prone areas, the 

tussocks are bleached a golden yellow colour by 

frost and the cooler weather.  

 
A serrated 

tussock plant 

showing frost 

damage to its 

leaves during 

winter.  

 

Source: 

VSTWP.  
 
 

 

 

This is in contrast to late spring and early summer,  

when plants appear bright green, with purple seed 

heads forming a large mat on top of the plant 

when flowering.  

Learning to identify serrated tussock in the winter 

months is important for planning upcoming  

treatments in late winter and early spring, prior to 

seeding.  
 

Landholders and managers should also look at the 

leaves, which are up to 50 cm long, are thin and 

serrated ,and roll smoothly between your thumb 

and index finger.  
 

Serrated tussock has a small, (1 mm long) white, 

hairless ligule. The ligule can be found at the  

junction where the leaf meets the stem. Similar 

looking native grasses have smaller, differently 

shaped or hair-fringed ligules. 

 

 

The ligule of a serrated tus-

sock.  Source: DEPI.  
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SERRATED TUSSOCK INFESTATIONS  

TACKLED IN NORTH CENTRAL CATCHMENT 

The Department of Environment and Primary  

Industries (DEPI) recently completed inspections 

for serrated tussock across the north central  

catchment region. Officers undertook inspections 

on 25 private properties in the Redesdale, 

Woodend, Kyneton, Creek View, Bridgewater and 

Harcourt areas.  

 

Eleven properties have been issued with notices to 

undertake control works. DEPI Biosecurity Officer, 

Martin Deering said “Where non-compliance for  

appropriate control occurs, penalties can apply.  

Under the Catchment and Land Protection (CaLP) 

Act 1994 landholders are liable for fines of up to 

$35,400”.  

 

Under the CaLP Act, in the north central Catchment 

serrated tussock is classified as a regionally  

prohibited weed, meaning that serrated tussock is 

not widely distributed in the  region and it is  

reasonable to expect that it can be eradicated from 

the region. 

 

To ensure all serrated tussock in the catchment is 

controlled, inspections will continue over the  

coming weeks, at 37 known sites on both crown land 

and roadsides.  
 

Mr Deering said “In order to stop the spread of  

serrated tussock in north central Victoria it is  

essential that landholders remain vigilant and  

control infestations annually”.  
 

“Serrated tussock identification can be difficult and 

it’s often mistaken for native spear grasses and  

native tussock, making it important for landholders 

and land managers to contact DEPI if they are  

unsure whether an infestation is present”. 

 

 

 

For more information on Regionally 

Prohibited Weeds contact the DEPI 

Customer Service Centre on  136 186 

or visit www.depi.vic.gov.au /weeds   

 

 

Isolated infesta�ons of serrated tussock 

found during recent inspec�ons in the 

North Central catchment.       Source: DEPI.  

DEPI have issued eleven proper�es with compliance no�ces to 

undertake control works.   Source: DEPI  
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WYNDHAM CITY LAUNCHES WEED  

MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK  

The City of Wyndham lies within the core  

infestation area for serrated tussock in Victoria. 

Serrated tussock has therefore been the priority 

weed targeted by Council’s rural weed control  

programs which have been running over 15 years.  
 

Wyndham City is a peri-urban council on the outer 

western suburbs of Melbourne. Rural areas in the 

north and west of Wyndham mainly support shallow 

basalt soils intersected by stony rises, with a history 

of low input agriculture, such as grazing and  

dry-land cropping. This land use practice, along with 

a history of ad hoc weed control, has enabled many 

noxious weed species to establish and spread 

throughout the municipality. 

 

Wyndham's Land Management Officer, Trevor 

Prowd said that “to continue improving upon past 

programs, this year Wyndham Council has  

developed a Weed Management Framework. This 

was developed following extensive community and 

stakeholder consultation, and is a strategic  

document outlining weed incentive, education and 

partnership programs Wyndham aims to implement 

over the next five years (2014-2018)”. “Although the  

Framework applies to all land use and tenure in 

Wyndham, it specifically targets assistance to rural  

landholders on whom the impacts of weeds are 

most greatly felt”. 

 

The Framework advocates the importance of  

increasing the awareness and capacity of the  

community and the strengthening of inter-agency 

partnerships. Importantly, the Framework also  

highlights Wyndham City’s commitment to lead by 

example in meeting its obligations to control weeds 

on land that it owns and manages. 

 

To find out more about  

Wyndham’s Weed Management Framework, 

please contact  

Land Management Officer, Trevor Prowd on; 

phone: (03) 9742 0717 or  

Email: trevor.prowd@wyndham.vic.gov.au 

Wyndham City aim to target assistance to rural landholders on 

whom the impacts of weeds are most greatly felt.  

       Source: VSTWP  

The five year Wyndam City Weed Management framework.  

    Source: Wyndham City Council 
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SERRATED TUSSOCK: A MOST PROFLIFIC SEEDER  
Did you know that a single mature serrated tus-

sock plant can produce more than 100,000 seeds 

per year, quickly forming a very large soil seed 

bank. Serrated tussock is a prolific seeding plant.  
 

While anecdotal reports state that serrated tussock 

seed can remain viable in the soil for more than 20 

years, the actual length of time may be significantly 

shorter.  
 

Research has shown that the viability of serrated tus-

sock seed can reduce quite rapidly, with  

approximately 74–91% of the seed bank reducing 

over a 6–12 month period.  
 

While there may still be large numbers of seed  

present in the soil, this information may provide land 

managers some comfort knowing that each season 

serrated tussock is prevented from seeding, the via-

bility of seed already in the soil is also  

declining. 

Preventing seed-set over a number of years will 

therefore have a substantial impact on decreasing 

the number of viable seeds in the seed bank. More 

information about the biology of serrated tussock 

can be found on the VSTWP’s website at: 

www.serratedtussock.com 

Serrated tussock seeds prolifically from late spring.  

      Source: VSTWP. 

TREE CHANGE EXPO 2014 
The Barrabool Hills Landcare group recently held a 

Tree Change Expo. Over 300 people attended the 

event to hear from a wide variety of guest experts 

and see a great array of displays and  

demonstrations.  
 

The auditorium hosted a great line-up of speakers, 

entertaining an enthusiastic crowd with information 

about native grasses, cypress canker, trees on farms 

and invasive weeds, complementing the many  

activities on offer at the Expo. 
 

The Chair of the VSTWP, Jim Seager presented an 

informative session on Chilean needle grass and  

serrated tussock, and answered questions about the 

management of serrated tussock in the region. Mr 

Seager said “it was a great opportunity to educate 

and provide information to new and existing  

landholders in the region on these invasive grasses”. 

“Chilean needle grass is  a relative of serrated tussock 

and is becoming more prevalent in the area,  

spreading along roadsides and waterways. It is one of 

several Nassella species of tussock grasses native to 

South America which pose a major threat to pastures 

across southern and eastern Australia”. “Chilean  

needle grass is a declared Weed of National  

Significance (WONS) it poses a high risk to livestock 

and native grasslands”. 
 

The Barrabool Hills Landcare group are utilizing the 

nationally developed Best Management Guide for 

Chilean Needle Grass to run local pasture trials, 

demonstrating management options to control this 

invasive weed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
       Source: J Seager 
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USING A TEMPORAL-SPATIAL ECONOMIC MODEL TO 

ILLUSTRATE DIFFERENT COMPLIANCE STRATEGIES 

The Weed Risk Assessment team at Biosciences 

Research Division (DEPI) have developed a  

landscape scale, true to life, temporal-spatial 

model of serrated tussock spread.  
 

The model was applied to examine the potential 

benefits of two containment strategies for serrated 

tussock in the Gippsland region. The model projects 

the spread of serrated tussock across an actual 

landscape under adjustable management scenarios 

and compares the  benefits and costs resulting from 

each approach. 
 

DEPI modelled the spread of serrated tussock 

across the Gippsland region under three  

management scenarios to compare their costs and 

benefits: 
 

A. Baseline scenario 

 (no government investment) 
 

This is a hypothetical unregulated scenario where 

no enforcement takes place. Treatments occur on 

productive land only when landholders are  

self-motivated. 
 

B. Uniform containment strategy  

 (current practice) 
 

DEPI intervenes on every property that is known to 

have (or have had) an infestation, in an attempt to 

achieve compliance by all landholders with the  

requirement to manage serrated tussock. As  

serrated tussock spreads and more properties  

become infested the cost of this intervention  

increases each year. 
 

C. Containment line strategy 

 (new strategy) 
 

A new strategy was examined using the model  to 

determine the best location for a containment line 

and also what level of compliance would be  

necessary to slow the spread of the weed across the 

study area. For this strategy government  

investment was maintained at the current level. 
 

The model was calibrated to past years data from a 

real infestation in Gippsland, including information 

on landholders’ response to enforcement. The final 

model outputs agreed closely with the actual  

observed spread of serrated tussock across the 

study area. The model was therefore able to be 

used to realistically test different serrated tussock 

future management scenarios with a high degree of 

confidence. 
 

The maps below and on the following page  

illustrate the difference in the extent of spread of 

serrated tussock across the region under each of 

the three scenarios. 
 

The darker brown denotes greater probability that 

the area will be infested compared to lighter brown. 

 

 

Scenario A: Baseline 
 

Probability of spread after 20 years under baseline 

scenario (no government investment). 

 

 

 

     (continued on page 8) 
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The VSTWP would like to thank the following people 
for contributing to this edition of the Tussock Times. 

Ivan Carter (VSTWP), Mandy Coulson (VSTWP), 

Jim Seager (VSTWP), Trevor Prowd (Wyndham City 
Council), Martin Deering (DEPI) and Jackie Steel 

(DEPI). 
 

The Victorian Serrated Tussock Working Party  

welcomes your contributions and feedback at  

any time. 
 

For contributions, feedback or to be added to or  

removed from the mailing list, please contact: 
 

VSTWP Executive Officer 
Phone: (03) 5366 0000  

Email: info@serratedtussock.com 
 

In our efforts to reduce the number of newsletters being  

printed if you currently receive a hardcopy of this newsletter 

but have access to email please send your email address to 

the Executive Officer . 
 

More information on serrated tussock can be found on the 

Victorian Serrated Tussock Working Party website: 

www.serratedtussock.com or at DEPI online: 

www.depi.vic.gov.au or by contacting DEPI on 136 186. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS AND  

FEEDBACK 

USING A TEMPORAL-SPATIAL 

ECONOMIC MODEL  
(continued) 
 
Scenario B: Containment line strategy  

Probability of spread after 20 years under current  

practice.  

 

Scenario C: Uniform containment strategy  

Probability of spread after 20 years under a new  

compliance strategy.  
 

Note that in scenario (B) there is much less spread into 

the south west of the study area than in (A) or (C). 
 

The insights provided by the modelling suggest that in 

the study area improved targeting of enforcement via a 

containment line could produce an outcome at least as 

good as the current approach, but without the need for 

larger government expenditure every year as the weed 

spreads to more properties. For more information 

please contact John Weiss at DEPI on 0439 101 776.  


